Local Phenology Leaders Discussion
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, April 21, 2017
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 10:00 am Pacific/AZ
Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO); Esperanza Stancioff (Signs of the Seasons, New England); Jennifer Jones
(USFWS Schoolyard Habitat Program); Stacey Cassedy (McDowell Sonoran Conservancy); Suzanne Mrozak (Arnold
Arboretum); Blue Baldwin (Manzo Elementary School); Peter Swan (Minnesota Valley NWR); Suzanne Trapp (Minnesota
Valley NWR); Tory Elmore (Wildlands Conservancy, CA)

Introductions
-

-

-

-

-

Esperanza Stancioff esp@maine.edu – Signs of the Seasons, New England – uses NN with backyard observers,
and several schools Middle School and Post-secondary ed
Jennifer Jones jennifer_jones@fws.gov - USFWS Schoolyard Habitat program in Yreka, CA., Her program travels
to schools and installs habitat gardens, NN would be a part of their habitat program. She took the LPL Course
with us last fall.
Stacey Cassedy plantmonitor@mcdowellsonoran.org – McDowell Conservancy, Phoenix, AZ – public trails open
to volunteers for monitoring, no school groups yet. Jr. Cit science group, phenology a part of it
Suzanne Mrozak suzanne.mrozak@gmail.com – Arnold Arboretum, Boston, MA – Tree spotters program,
research lab, not school groups yet, although Arboretum does do school tours, though. Tree spotters are
considering starting to move over to doing more school groups with the groups that come through
Blue Baldwin bluebaldwin@gmail.com – Manzo Elementary in Tucson, AZ. Ecology Program Director, learning
how to integrate it into the classroom programs – wants to use university students (12+ each year) pull small
groups of kids out of the classroom to do observations on a regular basis at the school site
Peter Swan peter_swan@fws.gov and Suzanne Trapp suzanne_trapp@fws.gov – Minnesota Valley NWR –
phenology program for a few years, wants to go out into the community, and engage high school students. Have
a guest teacher enter the classroom, teach them how to do it (students and teachers) so they can keep doing
that for the next few years. Basic phenology with groups that come to the refuge, but that data are not being
entered into NN. Peter is an intern, phenology trail developed at the refuge, made field guides and maps, etc.
trainings with regular volunteers (visitors to refuge) those have been collecting observations
Tory Elmore victoria.eve.elmore@gmail.com – GIS Manager at the Wildlands in Conservancy in CA. Free outdoor
education. LPL Certification participant this spring. She wants to do site based trips for schools where teachers
would participate ahead of time in the classroom and then come to the site to make observations

Discussion Topic: Designing programs for schools or school groups coming to a site
-

LA Shared the google doc with ideas. This document is an outline of ideas and outcomes for using NN with
classrooms and field trips. I’d like for us to keep building on it with these ideas.

-

QUESTION: How do we get the students prepped enough so that they can enter valuable and accurate data?
o Pair a teacher with a staff person or someone who can go to the classroom to help work with the
students ahead of time, before they come to the site. If you don’t have staff time, you could try to find a
volunteer crew that could help you, which you could train them (maybe 6 people) who you could rely
upon. Maybe work with college age volunteers who could do that instead of adult recruits b/c they’d
have to do a background check.
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Suz did a pre-post test for some of the groups that have come through. It was clear that there was a
variety of abilities involved, and having a person calibrate ahead of time would be very useful.
Otherwise, only giving the teachers the info ahead of time produces mixed results
o Suzanne T. says that using the app is much easier than trying to use the datasheet for teachers.
Especially since they are so readily available
o LA reports that we are working on redoing the app to make a simpler and and the full version. Might be
even better for school groups. Will be ready next year, hopefully.
WHAT MATERIALS COULD THE NCO PROVIDE? Could use a flyer or a video overview, or an advertisement that
would describe why participating in Nature’s Notebook is beneficial to schools/teachers/students
Templates are really helpful, maybe a kit of materials that would go to the classroom.
We can work as a team to develop these materials that would be a template. See above.
o

-

TAKE AWAYS:
-

Classroom ambassadors are valuable, with more than one visit to the school
Even more valuable if they are coming to the refuge for a field trip. For the students and the teacher the most
valuable part is to continue to collect data at their own site. Gives them the longer-term potential and useable
data

Action items
-

LA will send out a doodle poll and if you are interested in helping to develop this curriculum with me, let me
know and we can form a small group to work on it before next month’s LPL Call
If you’d like to join the convo, please answer the doodle poll!

Thanks everyone!
Meeting Adjourned –11:01 Pacific /AZ time.
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